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Waste Assessment Guide 
To remain competitive in today’s marketplace, organizations confront the 
challenge of controlling costs while improving productivity. Reviewing 
your organization’s purchasing and disposal practices may signifi cantly 
reduce your costs without sacrifi cing productivity or quality. 

A waste assessment can help evaluate the fl ow of materials 
through your organization. A waste assessment includes 
such activities as reviews of purchasing and disposal records, 
walk-through evaluations of facilities and operations, and 
manual sorting of material pulled from garbage containers. 

This guide provides tips and tools for conducting a waste 
assessment at your organization. 

Why conduct a waste assessment? 
Overall, a waste assessment reveals opportunities for reducing disposal costs and improving your organization’s 
fi nancial and environmental bottom lines. 

A waste assessment is a cost-effective fi rst step in setting up or improving your organization’s waste reduction and 
recycling programs. It allows you to develop baseline data on the quantity and type of waste your organization 
generates. Baseline data is useful for: 
• estimating cost savings potential, to justify recycling and waste prevention activities, 
• identifying specifi c materials to target for inclusion in recycling and waste reduction efforts, and 
• measuring progress and communicating results to employees. 

Conducting a waste assessment 
Conducting a waste assessment involves many people within an 
organization. However, one person will need to be responsible for 
coordinting the assessment and recruiting a team. ˛is individual should 
be familiar with the overall operations of the organization and in particular 
with purchasing, garbage collection services, and janitorial contracting. 

˛e team size will vary depending on the size of the organization, the 
Courtsey of the U.S. EPA departments and operations represented. For example, a small sort team may 

consist of one or two people. For larger organizations, create a team that en-
courages diverse input and support. ˛is may include establishing teams made up of environmental health and safety 
sta˜; building supervisors; o°cials involved with the technical/operational, administrative, facilities maintenance 
and/or purchasing aspects of your organization; or, employees interested in waste reduction. 
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Collect Data 
Examine facility records 

Facility records provide useful information, such as the cost, quantity and 
pick-up schedule for materials. Additionally, this information will assist in the Waste Assessment

 cation of potentially hazardous materials at the work site. Information 
gleaned from these records will assist the waste  How-To 
assessment coordinator in the setting of goals and Collect the Data recommendations, as well as the development of 

Examine facility records safety and sort plans. 
Conduct a facility walk-through 

Examples of useful documents include: 
• purchasing, inventory, maintenance and On-Site Waste Sort 

operating logs, Staying safe during the waste sort 
• supply, equipment, repair and raw material Plan the waste sort 

invoices, Waste sort methodology 
• waste hauling and disposal records and contracts, 

including contracts with recycling facilities and 
records of earned revenues from recyclables, and 

• equipment service contracts and health-and-safety logs/invoices.logs/invoices. 

Conduct a facility walk-through 
A facility walk-through provides the waste assessment coordinator with valuable 
information regarding the day-to-day activities that ultimately affect the waste stream. 
A walk-through allows one to: 
• observe the types and amounts of waste produced, 
• identify waste-producing or waste-reducing activities, 
• account for all garbage and recycling collection equipment, 
• detect ineffi ciencies in operations, 
• map the path waste moves through the organization, 
• observe the layout of operations, and 
• observe current recycling and waste prevention educational efforts. 

Additional information can be gained via employee interviews or surveys. 

The facility walk-through and record examination provides the waste assessment coordinator 
with the information necessary to plan a sort strategy. What is the date and time the waste 
should be collected for sorting? Where is a good location to conduct the sort? How much waste 
needs to be sorted? From where should the waste sample be sampled? What material categories 
should waste be sorted into? Answering questions such as these will help the waste assessment 
coordinator to properly manage the sort preparation and implementation. 

So
ur

ce
s:  e Waste Audit Manual for New Jersey State Agencies, courtesy of the New Jersey Department of Environmental 

 ce of Recycling and Planning, Bureau of Source 
Reduction and Market Development; U.S. EPA’s A Business Guide for Reducing Municipal Solid Waste; 
Waste Sort Methodology, courtesy of Portland State University’s Community Environmental Services. 
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On-Site Waste Sort 
Staying safe during the waste sort 

Developing a health-and-safety plan prepares coordinators should an unfortunate injury or accident occur while 
conducting the waste sort. Communication is crucial to ensure each team member understands the correct 
procedures, the potential hazards, and the risk reduction plan. 

Identify and communicate the following to the waste sort team. 
• All potential risks. Risks will vary for each workplace. However, common hazards include: 

sharp objects in the materials being sorted, such as needles or broken glass and chemical or 
infectious waste. Injury can also occur from lifting heavy waste bags or 
encountering on-site vehicles or machinery. 

• Strategies for reducing potential risks. 
• Procedure for obtaining medical assistance, and the locations 

of phones and fi rst aid kits, should an injury occur. 

Plan the waste sort 
Determine sort categories and prepare data sheets before the sort. Information gathered from the records and 
facility reviews will help determine into which categories to sort material. 

Determine sampling and sorting procedures. A standardized process for all participants to follow will help maintain 
consistency and data integrity. Consider the following questions. 
• Are there waste containers that should not be sorted, such as those containing medical waste; potentially 

hazardous materials; loose animal or human waste; medical syringes; broken glass; etc? 
• Which waste containers will be sorted? 
• What is the best time of day to sort? 
• What is the safest location to sort? 
• Into which categories will the material be sorted? TI

P:
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 rst-hand experience. 
Conduct a waste assessment 

• How much of the material will be sorted? with your Green Team. 

A representative sample should be pulled and sorted from the landfi ll-bound waste; this sorted sample should 
comprise roughly 10 percent, by estimated volume, of the waste. Consider sorting all 
collected landfi ll-bound waste for small-scale sorts. 

Recommended waste sort checklist 
˝ Protective gloves ˝ Health-and-safety plan ˝ Camera 
˝ Tyvek suits ˝ First aid kit ˝ Notepad 
˝ Clothing ˝ Tarps ˝ Pens/pencils 
˝ Dust masks ˝ Sorting bins ˝ Data sheets 
˝ Safety glasses ˝ Scale ˝ Clipboard 
˝ Closed-toe shoes ˝ Garbage bags ˝ Team contact list 
˝ Hard hat (if necessary) ˝ Broom ˝ Hand sanitizer 
˝ Safety vest (if necessary) ˝ Sort category glossary ˝ Extra batteries 



Waste sort methodology 
1. Review sort procedures, safety considerations, 

sampling approach, and goals with your team 
before you begin. TI

P:
 Photograph any materials 

of interest; more photos are 
better than not enough. 

2. Set up sorting and weighing areas. 
• Determine weighing procedures beforehand. 
• Set the scale to zero and ensure it is placed on a level surface. 

3. Pull waste according to sort plan. A representative sample should be pulled and 
sorted from the landfill-bound waste; this sorted sample should comprise roughly 10 
percent, by estimated volume. Consider sorting entire landfill-bound load for 
small-scale sorts. Spread out the waste so sharp or hazardous objects are clearly seen.  
Ensure confi dentiality of any materials is respected by sorters. 

4. Analyze the load before sampling begins. 
Sample from all sections of the load - pull TI
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Assign one person to take photos 
and notes throughout the sort. 

materials from the bottom, top, middle, ese notes and photos will 
and each side of the pile or container. 

5. Begin sorting. 
• Pour liquids into one container and set aside. 

cantly help during post-
sort analysis and future reports 
based on the sort data. 

By doing this, the liquid can be weighed separately and the empty recyclable containers can then be included 
in the data without skewing the weight distribution. 

• Keep track of time. 
• Take notes. Was there an abundance of certain materials? Was there more or less of a material that you would 

expect to see? Are there any unusual materials present? Record comments about items seen in the sample. 
• Check-in with team members on sorting progress and 

categorization of materials. 

6. Verify enough materials have been sorted. After the 
sample is sorted, decide if more data is necessary. Was the TI
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Be sure to take pictures of the waste 
pile before the sort (use a person 

sample representative of your organization’s waste stream, in the photo for size reference), 

as identified in the facility walk-through? during the sort process, and of 

7. Document results of the sort. Line up all bins for 
photo evidence. Snap photos of the sorted bins together, 
then take a photo of each category. 

8. 

each material category, once the 
materials have been sorted 

Weigh the bins. When the bins become full, weigh the content and record its weight. d it i ht 
• Identify each bin by category to the data collector. 
• Collect both volume and weight data, if possible - use the bin as one unit of volume measurement. 
• Wait for the data collector’s OK before dumping the bin’s contents. 
• Discard the recyclable materials in the recycling containers and the garbage in the trash. 
• Return empty bins to the scale so the data collector can record the tare weight of each container. 

9. Return tools and supplies to proper location in clean condition. 
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